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Abstract—This paper proposes a effective likability estimation
technique for call-center agents. Most likability estimation models
need numerous annotated speech samples to obtain high-quality
training labels since the likability annotations often vary due
to annotator disagreement. The performance of conventional
likability estimation models is often poor since they do not
adequately account for annotator variability which is the difference between each annotator’s assessment reliability. Our
approach suppresses the effect of annotator variability by taking
into account the individual annotator’s reliability, which is the
probability of correctly assessing likability. To estimate target
annotator-independent likability, we introduce a graphical model
with annotator reliability and optimize the model by using the
EM-algorithm. We also propose a new neural network architecture to improve the model’s performance. The architecture has
a layer that takes as input the probability of target annotatorindependent likability and the probability of annotator reliability.
To propagate the loss of likability estimation independent from
annotator reliability, our proposal processes annotations via the
proposed layer. Given just two annotations per call, our proposal
yields better accuracy than either the baseline or conventional
methods.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Evaluation of likability of agents in telephone conversations
is important for improving call-center performance. Existing
automatic techniques of evaluating call-center agents fail to
sufficiently assess likability, and instead usually assess just the
linguistic information (ex. words) of the conversations such as
opening script, name confirmation, etc. [1], [2]. Therefore, the
aim of this paper is to estimate agent likability, a subjective
measure of the quality of agent’s attitudes, from calls.
Estimation of subjective characteristics such as likability
requires the determination of reliable ground truths since
subjective values often differ with the annotator. Most studies
settle the ground truth as unanimous assessments from many
annotations. Interspeech 2012 Speaker Trait Challenge [3], [4]
also used unanimous likability labels; they are included in the
“Speaker Likability Database (SLD)” [5]. In SLD, 32 people
annotated the likability label of each speech utterance (each a
few seconds long). Most likability estimation studies based on
machine learning use the unanimous labels of SLD as ground
truth, which are binary labels such as “likable” or， “nonlikable” [6], [7], [8], [9]. Soft-label was proposed to handle
the case of unanimous annotations not being available, [10],
[11]. Assuming that even annotations that are not unanimous
also have information important for estimating class, soft-label
uses the rate of annotated classes as an objective function
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available for machine learning. Since soft-label can use all
annotations, it is more efficient than using only unanimous
labels and is more reliable when collecting annotations for
machine learning.
Though the conventional method improves the performance
by using the rate of annotated classes, the problem of annotator
variability, which is the difference between each annotator
reliability. Each annotator has different experience in evaluating agent likability, so some assessments given by annotators
who have limited experience are likely to include errors. To
suppress annotator variability when using the conventional
method, we need numerous annotators to label each call.
Soft-labels of numerous annotations reduce the impact of
annotation errors. However, this approach is not feasible due
to annotation costs, i.e. likability evaluation of calls takes
more time than that of short utterances and annotators must
be experts (supervisor) in call-center operation. In evaluating
agent likability according to telephone responses gathered in
actual call-centers, the likability labels assigned by annotators
will have the following characteristics:
•
•

Only a few likability labels per call are available (one or
two labels per call).
Annotators are randomly assigned to calls.

Although approaches that identify the reliable annotators by
annotation testing have been proposed [12], [13], determining
ground truths of ambiguous calls by collecting many annotations is also not feasible. This resulting evaluation variability
significantly degrades the accuracy of machine learning.
This paper proposes two training methods for likability estimation by using annotations that are assumed to contain annotator variability. Both proposals suppress annotator variability
which is the difference in each annotator’s reliability based
on the probability of each annotator correctly assessing likability. The first proposed method estimates target annotatorindependent likability and each annotator’s reliability by utilizing all available annotations. To estimate target annotatorindependent likability, we introduce a graphical model that
assumes that annotated labels are generated from the latent
variable of annotator-independent likability and annotator reliability. The expectation of annotator-independent likability
given by the EM-algorithm based on [14], [15], [16] is used
for likability estimation model training. The second proposed
method structures a neural network so as to suppress each
annotator’s variability by marginalization. The network has a
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layer that takes as inputs the probability of target annotatorindependent likability and the probability of annotator reliability, and outputs the probability of label annotation as marginal
probability. To propagate losses of the likability estimation
model independent of annotator reliability, annotated labels
are processed via the proposed layer. We conduct experiments
to rank our proposals against previous techniques.
II. L IKABILITY E STIMATION
This section describes the task description, the baseline and
the conventional methods of likability estimation.
A. Task description
The task of this paper is call-level likability estimation of
call-center agents. The classes are likable and non-likable.
likable means a call with better impression than usual telephone responses. non-likable means a call with usual or
worse impression. Estimation of likability uses features of
conversations between agents and customers as follows:
ŷ = arg max p(y|X, Θ)
y∈C

(1)

and the c-th element of one-hot vector of objective function
yi (for example, when yi = 1, ti,0 = 0 and ti,1 = 1).
To obtain high-quality labels, previous studies accepted only
labels that received unanimous decisions [5], i.e., when all
annotators said one call was likable, the label of the call was
likable and when all annotators said non-likable, the label was
non-likable. When the annotators set different labels, the call
was excluded from the training data. Label determination can
be formulated as follows:
{
(j)
1 (if ∀j ∈ Ji , yi = c)
ti,c =
(3)
0 (otherwise)
where j is annotator number, Ji is the set of annotators who
(j)
annotated the i-th sample and yi is the label decided by
the j-th annotator, for the i-th sample. When all annotators j
unanimously assessed the i-th sample to have likability c, the
target (ti,0 , ti,1 ) is a one hot vector based on class c. When the
annotators assess different likability labels of the i-th sample,
target ti,c is equal to 0 regardless of class c and the i-th sample
are not used for training due to loss L = 0.
C. Soft-label (conventional method)

where ŷ is estimated likability, C is the set of likability
classes, and we set C = {0, 1} (Class 1 means likable and
Class 0 means non-likable), X represents the features of the
call (for example, turn-wise acoustical features such as mean
of fundamental frequency F0 of agents utterances, dialogue
features such as the frequency of backchannel of agents while
customers are uttering and language features such as count of
thank word) , and p(y|X, Θ) is a likability estimation model
that outputs the posterior probability of likability, y, given X
and Θ. In this paper, the training methods of model p(y|X, Θ)
are different between the baseline, conventional and our two
proposed methods. The models are based on neural networks.
Our task is to find those calls that are either likable or
non-likable for everyone in order to improve call center
performance. Therefore, we define ground truths of likability
estimation as unanimous labels by all annotators when many
labels (for example, larger than or equal to four labels)
per call are available. However, many calls have only few
labels (for example, one or two labels), and the labels may
differ depending on the annotators in actual call centers. The
baseline, the conventional and the proposed methods differ in
how to use such existing labels in actual call centers.
B. Baseline method
The baseline method trains labels that match from labels per
call, similar to the determination of ground truths. To train the
likability estimation model, the parameter set of model Θ is
calculated so as to minimize the following formula based on
cross-entropy loss:
∑
L=−
ti,c log p(yi = c|Xi , Θ)
(2)
c∈C

where i is sample number, L is a loss function, c is the class of
likability, and ti,c is the target value of model p(yi = c|Xi , Θ,

Few speech samples achieve uniform likability assessments
from all annotators. Assuming that the speech has also information for estimation of class, soft-labels are proposed
for emotion recognition as they allow the use of ambiguous
annotations [10], [11]. The target is calculated from annotated
labels as follows:
∑
(j)
j∈Ji ti,c
(4)
ti,c =
|Ji |
(j)

where ti,c is the c-th element of the one-hot vector of
(j)
annotated label yi and |Ji | is the number of annotators
in set Ji . The label equals the ratio of annotated labels
for each call in this task. For example, when annotators
Ji = {1, 2, 3} exist for assessment of the i-th sample and
(1)
(2)
(2)
they evaluate yi = 1, yi = 1 and yi = 0, the target
is (ti,0 , ti,1 ) = (1/3, 2/3). This method of determining labels
allows us to use all annotated labels.
D. Problem of baseline and conventional methods
The performance of the baseline and conventional methods
are often poor since they do not adequately account for annotator variability, which is the difference between each annotator’s
reliability. When some annotators have limited experience in
assessing agent likability, the conventional methods often fail
to output high-quality labels. This is most obvious when only
a few annotations per call are available from an actual callcenter.
The previous task is likability estimation of short speech
samples, such as commands. Since likability labeling cost is
not large, we can acquire a lot of labels for short utterances.
Fig. 1 (a) shows the target labels when processing all annotators’ labels for all calls. Although the fourth annotator
in Fig. 1 (a) gives some labels that are different from other
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variability. We propose two approaches. The first approach
estimates target ti,c independent of annotator variability .
Our method trains a likability estimation model by using the
expectation of annotator-independent likability as an objective
function. Our second approach propagates the suppressed loss
to the likability estimation model p(yi = c|Xi , Θ) from annotator variability. The approach wraps the likability estimation
model p(yi = c|Xi , Θ) under the layer that simulates annotator variability. When propagating, model p(yi = c|Xi , Θ)
is expected to be trained independent of the layer simulating
annotator variability. The rest of this section describes the
methods.
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Fig. 1. Ideal and actual annotations and target “likable” labels ti,1 (Label “0”
and “1” represent non-likable and likable, respectively. Decimal values of 0
to 1 indicate closeness to the non-likable and likable classes). Ideal labeling
method annotates all samples by all annotators. In actual operation, we cannot
obtain complete coverage of all calls and all annotators. By dividing the calls
among the annotators, we can get only a few annotations per call.

B. Proposed1: Estimation of annotator-independent likability
To calculate annotator-independent target ti,c , we assume
the graphical model shown in Fig. 2. The model generates
(j)
annotated likability yi from annotator-independent likability
yi , which is a latent variable, and annotator reliability parameters. Our approach estimates annotator-independent likability
(j)
(j)
yi from existing labels yi . We assume that labels yi and
yi are generated in accordance with a Bernoulli distribution.
The graphical model is formulated as follows:
(j)

yi

(j)

∼

p(yi |yi , αj , βj , q)

(5)

=

(j)
p(yi |yi , αj , βj )p(yi |q)

(6)

p(yi |q)
annotators, the soft-labels reduce the impact of the difference
in labels. It takes longer time to annotate long speech calls than
to annotate short speech calls. In addition, annotators should
be supervisors who have expert skill. Therefore, likability
labeling costs are so high that it is not feasible to acquire
many labels per call. In practice, only one or two supervisors
label randomly assigned calls as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Since
we can obtain only a few annotations per call, the training
labels may include erroneous likability labels. In Fig. 1 (b),
the soft-labels allow larger impact of the fourth annotator than
the full-annotated soft-labels which is the same with soft-label
of Fig. 1 (a). Therefore, it is necessary to obtain reasonable
labels or to train a likability estimation model from just a few
actual labels.
III. P ROPOSED METHODS
This section describes the proposed methods; they train
likability estimation models from just a few actual labels.
A. Approach
Our approach suppresses the effect of annotator variability
by taking into account the individual annotator’s reliability,
which differs with regard to correctly assessing likability. Softlabel method assumes the all annotators exhibit the same
variability in terms of likability annotation. However, actual
annotators do not have the same variability, i.e., some annotators can evaluate likability correctly in accordance with callcenter criteria while other annotators cannot. The conventional
methods fail to adequate consider the difference in annotator

(j)
p(yi |αj , βj , yi
(j)
p(yi |αj , βj , yi

= Bernoulli(yi |q)

= 1)

=

= 0)

=

(j)
Bernoulli(yi |αj )
(j)
Bernoulli(yi |βj )

(7)
(8)
(9)

where Bernoulli(x|θ) is Bernoulli distribution formulated as
θx (1 − θ)1−x , yi is likability of the i-th call, αj and βj are
the parameters of the j-th annotator reliability, which is the
probability that annotators correctly answer likable or nonlikable; q is a class distribution parameter that generates yi .
(j)
From annotated likability yi , we calculate parameters q,
αj and βj based on the EM-algorithm [14], [15], [16]. After
estimating the parameters, we estimate the expectation of
latent variables E[yi = c]. E[yi = c] which is independent
from annotator j are used for target ti,c . The target ti,c and
expectation of likability E[yi = c] is calculated as follows:
∏
(j)
ti,0 = E[yi = 0] ∝ (1 − q) j∈Ji p(yi |α, β, yi = 0) (10)
∏
(j)
ti,1 = E[yi = 1] ∝
q j∈Ji p(yi |α, β, yi = 1) (11)
The∑expectations E[yi = c] are obtained under the constraint
of c∈C E[yi = c] = 1.
C. Proposal2: Fine-tuning via marginalizing layer
Our second approach structures a neural network so as to
include a layer that stochastically simulates the variability of
annotators. When optimizing the neural network, annotatorindependent loss is propagated to the likability estimation
model via the layer by using annotated likability. The proposed
loss function can be formulated as follows:
∑ (j)
(j)
L=−
ti,c log p(yi = c|Xi , Θ, j)
(12)
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αj

(j)

= (αj , 1 − αj )
(14)
= SOFTMAX(EMBED(j; A)) (15)

(j)

= (1 − βj , βj )
(16)
= SOFTMAX(EMBED(j; B)) (17)

where EMBED() is a linear transformational function to embed
a symbol into a continuous vector, SOFTMAX() is a linear
transformational function in () with softmax activation, A and
B are the trainable parameters of EMBED and to give annotator
reliability αj , βj , respectively. When estimating call likability,
we use just the likability estimation model; the Marginalizing
layer is used only for network fine-tuning.
D. Comparison of methods
The differences between the baseline and soft-label (conventional) and proposed methods are shown in Table I. Baseline,
which uses unanimous annotations, does not consider variability in training. Baseline uses the dominant label for training the
likability estimation model. The objective function ti,c yields
binary value, i.e., ti,c ∈ {0, 1} according to Eq.(2) and Eq. (3).
Both soft-label and the first proposal suppress label variability
in training and calculate expectations, but our method also
considers annotation variability. Soft-label method is nothing
more than taking the mean of the annotations of each call
as the expectation as indicated in Eq. (4). To suppress annotator variability, our proposal calculates the expectation of
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Fig. 3. The proposed network
TABLE I
D IFFERENCES OF METHODS
Methods
Baseline
Conventional
Proposed1
Proposed2

yi ∈C

where p(yi |Xi , Θ) is the probability of the i-th annotatorindependent (likability )
estimated by the likability estimation
(j)
model and p yi |yi , j is the probability of the j-th annotator’s reliability.
Converting annotator number j into the probability of
annotator reliability is realized by the following layers:

𝑦𝑖

Annotator
reliability

Annotator-independent 𝑝(𝑦 |𝑿 , 𝚯)
𝑖 𝑖
likability

βj J

where L is the loss of annotated likability. The objective
function of the proposal is annotated likability.
Our proposed network is shown in Fig. 3. The network
estimates annotated likability via the “Marginalizing layer”,
whose input is the probability of call likability and the
probabilities of the annotator reliability that judge, correctly
or incorrectly, likability when call likability is likable or nonlikable. The layer calculates a marginal probability from the
joint probability of call likability and annotator reliability. The
marginalizing layer is formulated as follows:
)
∑ ( (j)
(j)
p(yi |Xi , Θ, j) =
p yi |yi , j p(yi |Xi , Θ)
(13)

p(yi |yi = 0, j)

(𝑗)
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Fig. 2. Proposed generation model
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annotator-independent likability by also using parameters of
annotator reliability αj , βj .
Our second proposal suppresses annotator variability by the
marginalizing layer as indicated in Eq. (13). The layer takes as
inputs the probability of annotator-independent likability and
annotator reliability, and suppresses annotator variability when
propagating estimated losses.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
To evaluate the proposed methods, we conducted likability
estimations using actual call-center data.
A. Dataset
We used a dataset gathered from a telephone skill test, which
was developed to evaluate the skill of actual call-center agents.
The test setting was taken to be a corporate call-center. The
recorded calls were evaluated according to a list of evaluation
items, such as likability by 269 annotators skilled in call-center
supervision. The evaluation items were scored using a 5-point
scale (1: poor - 5:excellent). All calls were evaluated by two
annotators. With regard to the evaluation item of likability,
about 90% of the labels (5-point scale) were assigned scores
of three or four. In this experiment, we binarized the scores
into two bins of likable or non-likable: three or less, four or
more, respectively. According to evaluation criterion of the
telephone skill test, the level of likable means a call with better
likability than usual telephone responses; that of non-likable
means a call with usual or lower likability.
The telephone skill test contained 4,765 calls with total duration of about 230 hours. Most recorded calls were monaural.
We manually separated the stereo calls to place agent and
customer in different channels. Parts indicative of utterance
overlap were excluded.
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TABLE II
DATASET (“A NNOT.” MEANS “A NNOTATORS ”)

We obtained 1,417 stereo calls that were given the same
binary label by two annotators. In order to allow comparison
with baseline and conventional methods, one or two other
annotators relabeled some calls. Finally, we obtained two
datasets for use in the experiment as shown in Table II. 340
calls with unanimously assigned values from four annotators
were used as the test set in our experiment. The sampling rate
was 8 kHz.

C. Results and discussion
Table III shows the accuracy of each training set. In the
case of two agreed labels, the proposed methods achieved the
highest performance in our experiment. Our methods yielded
higher accuracy than the baseline and the conventional methods regardless of the number of annotations. Applying just the
first proposed method, which suppress annotator variability
based on the graphical model, yielded better accuracy than
the baseline and conventional methods. This shows that the
first proposed method is effective in suppressing annotator
variability. Since applying the second proposal, fine-tuning the
model via a marginalizing layer, yields better performance than
applying only the first method, it is shown that the second
proposal is also effective.
The conventional method is not sufficiently better than
the baseline method in the same case. This may indicate
that the soft-labels were impacted from erroneous likability
annotations. The conventional method is effective for the task
that allows multiple classes, such as emotion recognition [10],
[11]. Since classes of likable and non-likable are conflicted
in our task, soft-labels may not work well due to annotation
errors.

# of Speech

≥2
≥3
4

1,417
604
454

# of Agreed
speech
1,369
528
340

Dataset
Train
Train & Test

TABLE III
ACCURACY OF LIKABILITY ESTIMATION .
# of Annot.
Baseline
Conventional
Proposed1
Proposed1 + 2

B. Setup
44 dimensional acoustic, dialogue and linguistic features
based on [17] were extracted as turn-level features. LSTMs
with attention mechanism were used in the likability estimation model. The model takes turn-level features as input and
outputs the posterior probability of agent likability. The model
was LSTM with an attention layer and fully-connected layers
with softmax function. The number of hidden units was 4 in
the LSTM layer. Optimizer was Adam with the learning rate
of 0.001; the dropout rate was 50%.
First, we calculated the expectation of annotatorindependent likability for the proposed method from all
annotations of 4,765 calls, i.e. the complete telephone skill
test. Next, we measured performance in terms of accuracy
by subjecting the stereo calls to 10-fold cross validation. We
used 1/10 of the samples with four unanimous annotations
as the test set. The training set for the baseline used only
unanimously labels assigned by two, three or four annotators.
The training set for the conventional and proposed methods
also used labels assigned by two, three or four or less
annotators. We trained all models 5 times in each condition
and compared accuracy using the highest performance.

# of Annot.

2
.762
.765
.782
.808

3
.756
.756
.782
.791

4
.776
.762
.779
.785

V. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a new likability estimation technique
for call-center agents. Most likability estimation models need
numerous annotated speech samples to obtain high-quality
training labels since the likability annotations often vary due
to annotator disagreement. The performance of conventional
likability estimation models is often poor since they do not
adequately account for annotator variability; this is most obvious when there are few annotators per call as is true in actual
call centers. Our approach suppresses annotator variability
by assuming the factor of annotator reliability, which is the
probability of correctly judging likability. To estimate target
annotator-independent likability, we introduced a graphical
model with annotator reliability and optimized the model
by using the EM-algorithm. We also proposed a new neural
network architecture to improve the model’s performance. The
architecture has a layer that takes as input the probability of
speech likability and the probability of annotator reliability. To
propagate losses of likability estimation model independent of
annotator reliability, our proposal processes annotated labels
via the proposed layer. Given just two annotations per call,
our proposal yields better accuracy than the baseline and
conventional methods.
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